CONVERTIBLE CHECK LANE

IT’S ALWAYS “ALL LANES OPEN” WITH THESE REVERSIBLE, CUSTOMER-FRIENDLY CHECKOUTS

Turn the notion of “all lanes open, all the time” from pipe dream to reality with Royston’s Convertible Check Lanes. Keep your shoppers sailing through checkout, regardless of any cashier no-shows or call-ins. Easily reversible scanner bed and monitor convert checkstand from full-service to self-service in seconds, eliminating those discouraging “lane closed” situations and improving customer opinion of your overall checkout process. Also, with all lanes perpetually usable, you operationally get the most out of your front-end space.

With consumers today accustomed to self-checkout, our Convertible Check Lanes deliver function and flexibility on both sides on the checkstand, maximizing your customers’ checkout experience. And all equipment is ergonomically designed for efficiency and the comfort and safety of all users.

STANDARD FEATURES

• Easily reversible scanner bed and monitor mounts
• Integrated cash and coin handling enhances the checkout process
  - In full-service mode, lets associates focus on scanning, bagging and customer service
  - In self-checkout mode, gives patrons fast, safe and seamless way to pay for items and receive change
• Sensors within integrated belt advancement bring products to scanner quickly, in self- and full-service modes
• Front belt sizes ranging from full length to express, depending on application
• Rear module suits both full-service and self-checkout needs
  - Customer-side bagging for easy item processing in self-checkout mode
  - Rollers carry products to a bagger in full-service mode
• For either mode, auxiliary bag well speeds processing of larger orders or when bagging assistance is unavailable
• All customer-facing features are ADA-compliant for customer reach and other requirements
Stand-alone cash box modules (CBMs) within the check lane manage all cash and coin handling, the CBM components and wiring are easy-to-service and simple to maintain or replace.

Fits CBMs up to 28.9” H x 25” W x 28.9” D, please call us to discuss other available size options.

Optional integrated security scale reconciles what is scanned vs. what is bagged while in customer mode.

Easily reversible scanner bed and monitor convert checkstand from self-service to full-service checkout in seconds.
ROYSTON’S CONVERTIBLE, CUSTOMER-FRIENDLY CHECK LANE